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LETTER FROM LEADERSHIP
Graham Fleming
As Chief Administrative Officer for Finance of America, I
oversee a significant portion of the enterprise shared services
including finance, treasury, risk management, internal audit as
well as enterprise HR, IT, and servicing oversight.
In 1993 with a career in finance, I moved from Ireland to the
United States. After a few years in finance, I took interest in
the mortgage lending industry in by obtaining a position with
a leading subprime lender. Since then, I’ve held CFO and COO
positions at various mortgage lenders. In 2006, I founded and
served as President of a retail and wholesale mortgage lending
company in Southern California.
The future of Finance of America is exciting and
groundbreaking; adding vertical businesses to our portfolio
of subsidiaries will help to secure our vision of becoming
the largest nonbank lender in the nation. To do this, we are
building an organization that is strategically placing itself at
the heart of every financial transaction that an individual would
need to make during their lifetime.
I am thankful to be a part of such a wonderful team and it has
been incredible to get to
know employees who add
the mindset, talent and
skill to take this company
closer to its vision.
Living in Southern
California, our family
spends a great deal of
time outdoors! In addition
to attending various
children’s activities during
the weekend, we try to
spend as much time as
possible at the beach or
on the water. I am an avid
soccer fan and also enjoy
a game of golf when the
time permits.

Be on the lookout
for a special video
featuring Graham
from our new
“Getting Personal
with executives”
video series!
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DID YOU KNOW about newsletter archives?
You can review previous months' newsletter editions on The HUB!
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PRODUCTION NUMBERS - MARCH 2017
TOTAL COMPANY PRODUCTION MARCH 2017

$1,357,339,147

5,362 units

TOTAL COMPANY PRODUCTION YEAR-TO-DATE 2017

$3,391,485,780

13,424 units

FINANCE OF AMERICA MORTGAGE
MARCH 2017

FINANCE OF AMERICA REVERSE
MARCH 2017

Total volume $1,211,027,995
Total units 4,437

Total volume $123,063,817
Total units 807

Retail volume $888,264,805
Retail units 3,449
Wholesale volume $322,763,190
Wholesale units 988

Retail volume $20,180,738
Retail units 153
Wholesale volume $102,883,079
Wholesale units 654

FINANCE OF AMERICA COMMERCIAL
MARCH 2017

Total volume $23,247,334
Total units 118
Retail volume $19,508,334
Retail units 115
Wholesale volume $3,739,000
Wholesale units 3

FAM SALES RALLY 2017
Hosted in Las Vegas and with a theme of Attitude of Gratitude, the goal of the recent FAM-West sales rally
was to Motivate, Educate, and Entertain.

Keynote Speakers

Amy Van Dyken kicked off the event with a strong and memorable message that “You can’t tell me what I can or cannot do.” Amy
didn’t let severe asthma and pool allergies keep her from winning 6
gold medals over 2 Olympics. She also hasn’t let her 2014 paralysis
hold her back from living an abundant life.
Click HERE to learn more about the Amy Van Dyken Foundation,
which provides medical equipment for people with spinal cord injuries
who cannot afford these necessities.

SALES RALLY 2017

Todd Duncan spoke about the importance of getting 5-star reviews and building high ratings and trust in a
digital age.
Todd Duncan is an international best-selling author and speaker.
Click HERE to learn more about Todd Duncan!

Vision – Patti and Dave

Patti Cook and Dave Striplin presented the vision for Finance of America and generated excitement about
the incredible opportunities becoming available to our organization.

Growing your Business

Finance of America Mortgage Advisor Doug Mendenhall demonstrated ways to triple our business by being
compelling and taking risks.

Products

FOA employees presented information about new and existing products including Commercial, 201k, BNT
Title and Reverse.

Business Development and Realtor Panels

Experts from various FAM branches created a business development panel and shared different ways to
grow business.
The “Through the Eyes of a Realtor” panel discussed what is important to our referral sources.
©2017 Finance of America Holdings LLC
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ATTITUDE OF GRATITUDE: FAM SALES RALLY 2017
The knowledge, experience and wisdom shared by these speakers was so inspiring!
#FAMsalesrally2017 #AttitudeOfGratitude#FAM #FinanceofAmericaMortgage
#BusinessIsAlwaysPersonal#HereToHelp #getfocused #bethebest #workhard #successisreal

Robert Boliard made a surprise appearance

Patti Cook and Dave Striplin
talking about the company
coming together in 2018

Catherine Fletcher: “Digital
has legs”

Josh Atwood: "Create something worth sharing and
share it”

James Tullio:
“It’s all about attitude"

Josh Crag from Finance of
America Commercial:
“We prefer to refer!”

Doug Mendenhall:
“Make it compelling”

Amy Van Dyken:
"Who are you to tell me
what I can and can’t do”

Christopher Fenoglio –
Top Originator

Doug Mendenhall –
Top Originator

Jerry Wilson –
Top Originator

Top 2 Sales Rally videos represented by Carl Kelley and
Cindy Van Inwagen

Top 5 Sales Rally videos represented by Carl Kelley, Joe
Conway, Taylor Irvin, Jeffrey
Clark, and Cindy Van Inwagen

Thru the Eyes of the Realtor
with Keith Collins (FAM-RSV)
Realtors: Greg McClure and
Brandon Leon

Thru the Eyes of the Realtor
with Keith Collins (FAM-RSV)
Realtors: Greg McClure and
Brandon Leon

Jeff Strode and Todd Duncan: “The best investment
you can make is in yourself”

©2017 Finance of America Holdings LLC
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FINANCE OF AMERICA CARES COMING SOON
What is Finance of America Cares?
Finance of America Cares (formally known as “Community
Cares”) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that began in 2008
by Finance of America Mortgage – West with a purpose to impact individuals and organizations in need of services or financial support.
Throughout the years, employees across all of Finance of America’s lending channels have participated in various meaningful
charitable activities. Our goal is to leverage our existing legal
501(c)(3) entity to deepen our philanthropy impact with a strategic approach that's aligned with Finance of America as a whole.
This effort will be integrated into every facet of our organization so we can make significant differences in our communities
across the nation.
Our philanthropy efforts will also offer an introduction to these
same communities as to what Finance of America is all about.
This provides a unique opportunity to relate to the needs of our customers and better demonstrate that Finance of America is committed to making a positive impact in the communities we serve.
#BuildYourOwnNonprofit
Take part in building your own nonprofit through Finance of America Cares!
The success of our nonprofit is not possible without your support. You will be our boots on the ground and
the champions of our cause. We are exploring ways that we can make the most impact given the interest,
passions, skills, and expertise of you, our employees.
We’re going to listen and learn from you, and act strategically.

What do you Care about?
Take the survey and let us know!

Upon completion of the survey, you will be entered into a raffle
for a donation to the charity of your choice!

to take the Survey!

WEEKLY ANNOUNCEMENT SUMMARIES
Corporate Communications provides information to employees to keep them up-to-date on a wide variety of
companywide news and happenings. We collaborate with other departments and divisions to deliver important details that impact our employee’s work experience.
On the first business day of each week, Corporate Communications publishes a Weekly Announcement
Summary on The HUB and emails a notification to all Finance of America employees to summarize the information provided during the prior business week.
At this time, announcements sent by Corporate Communications pertain to Shared Service content (HR, IT, Marketing, PR,
Compliance, Corporate Communications, Vendor Management,
etc.). Employees should still refer to their division’s intranet for
all other division-specific information.
©2017 Finance of America Holdings LLC
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EMPLOYEE VOICE
Finance of America supports a fulfilling and rewarding work life for our employees. Each employee has the
opportunity and right to speak up on a variety of topics without fear of consequence. By participating in surveys, committees and conversations, and utilizing company resources, we can enhance the engagement and
work wellbeing of our employees.
We are committed to providing a work environment and support system that allows for freedom of opinion
and drives employee engagement, manager and employee trust, and an overall sense of inclusion and appreciation.
We want employees to feel involved, listened to, and invited to contribute their experience, expertise and
ideas. Here are just a few ways that you can have your voice heard!
Employee Advisory Committee (coming soon!)
This committee is designed to obtain feedback on a variety of topics directly from employees in a group setting to help facilitate positive change within the organization and promote the company’s willingness of the
company to receive feedback from employees. We are currently building the framework and function; stay
tuned for more information to see how you can get involved!
Annual Employee Engagement Survey
This survey measures our employees’ engagement levels; it provides a venue for open feedback while remaining anonymous. Employees’ open and honest feedback helps us consistently grow and improve. Results
gathered from the 2016 engagement survey produced a variety of initiatives that are in the process of completion.
Open door discussions with your Supervisor
By maintaining an open door policy for all employees to have access to their manager(s) encourages open
communication while building trust and reliability.
Ethics Hotline
Our Ethics Hotline is a resource for employees to report any questionable actions that directly contradict the
Code of Conduct. Employees can either submit a report with their contact information or anonymously.
How to contact the Ethics Hotline:
www.ufgholdings.ethicspoint.com
844-591-0570
For more information, refer to the HUB’s Compliance and Legal page by clicking HERE
Fraud Reporting:
We have a Fraud Investigation department dedicated to properly investigating potential fraud or misrepresentation.
How to report any suspicion of fraud or misrepresentation:
FraudAlert@FinanceofAmerica.com

TED TALK
TED = Technology, Entertainment, Design

How to Speak Up for Yourself
Adam Galinsky

Speaking up is hard to do, even when you know you should.
Learn how to assert yourself, navigate tricky social situations
and expand your personal power with sage guidance from
social psychologist Adam Galinsky.
©2017 Finance of America Holdings LLC
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IN THE MEDIA FINANCE OF AMERICA
(click on the title to be directed to the website)
Thinking of waiting to buy a new home? Matthew Shaver from the San Diego FAM
branch has one word of advice, DON'T
The San Diego Union-Tribune

Click Here for our
PR Best Practices!

Dana Brown from the FAM branch in Humboldt County, NV was honored by The
Nevada Rural Housing Authority and USDA Rural Development for helping Northern
Nevadans buy homes. Congrats Dana!
Nevada Appeal
FAR’s Lorraine Geraci shares insight on the unique challenges for women in
retirement
Reverse Mortgage Daily

REVERSE MORTGAGE EDUCATION WEEK:
From April 24-28, NRMLA hosted a series of online educational sessions to raise
awareness about reverse mortgages among professionals who work with older
homeowners. Presenters explained how this versatile financial tool works and
answered questions about how a reverse mortgage loan can help meet their clients’
needs.

Click Here to
visit the NRMLA
website

For more information on Reverse Mortgage Education Week resources, visit the
NRMLA website by clicking HERE
Topics include:
• Paying the Bill: Talking to Home Care Clients about Money
• Reverse Mortgage Q & A with Next Avenue and Certified Reverse Mortgage
Professionals
• Opportunities for Expanding your Product Offerings with Reverse Mortgages
• A Financial Option for Senior Homebuyers: Understanding HECM for Purchase
• Aging in an Age Friendly Home: Managing the Costs of Home Modifications with
Home Equity
• Silver Divorce: Home Equity Strategies for Separating Spouses

VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE PHOTO!
Photo Contest
Our recent photo contest encouraged
employees to submit a unique photo that
shows office culture, work space, or anything
that inspires at work.
Click HERE to vote for your favorite!
©2017 Finance of America Holdings LLC
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NEW VIDEO SERIES

GETTING PERSONAL
with our executives
Our new video series, Getting Personal, features interviews and insights and
is designed to showcase the strength of our organization and our shared
culture.
As Finance of America continues on its path to become the nation's leading
diversified non-bank lender, we want to give employees an inside look at
our leadership team, what role they play in the organization and what motivates them to approach each day with excellence.
The video series can be accessed on The HUB by clicking HERE.
Be on the lookout for upcoming videos featuring Robert Boliard and Graham Fleming!

We launched the video series with an
interview with Patti Cook, President
of UFG Holdings.

INFOSEC: SUSPICIOUS, JUNK, AND SPAM EMAILS
Be aware that there is a distinction between suspicious, junk and spam emails. It may be difficult to differentiate, so
here are some tips to follow:
Recognize the [EXTERNAL MESSAGE] stamp
This will indicate that the email message came from a sender outside the organization. Just because its stamped
EXTERNAL MESSAGE does not mean it is suspicious; diligence on your part is required to protect the organization. Be
diligent on internal emails as well, as they may have come from someone within the organization and unknowingly they
may have passed along something malicious.
Verify the sender
If it’s a domain or company you’re familiar with, that may indicate that it is a safe email. Always make sure to look
closely at the sender’s domain since malicious actors will change a letter or two to fool the recipient.
Links or Downloads
You can hover the mouse over the link and it will show you the location. If you don’t recognize the location the link
is taking you to or if you don’t see a file that you may be expecting, do NOT click on the link. This would be a good
example of an item to report, using one of the following steps:
1.
2.

Click on the PhishMe Reporter tool in outlook to evaluate the email (preferred method).
-ORSend an email to iRespond@FinanceofAmerica.com OR ServiceDesk@FinanceofAmerica.com; a ServiceNow ticket will be
created and sent to the Information Security Operations Team for further evaluation.

Suspicious Email Handling & Spam Protection
As a measure of assisting Information Security, the following steps should be taken:
1.
2.
3.

Only forward suspicious emails as an attachment and thereafter delete them.
After deleting emails that you are uncertain of, empty the Deleted Items Folder in Outlook to purge them completely.
If you are certain that the sender is not a reliable source and/or want to prevent further emails, simply block the sender. (Right
click on the actual email message and from the “Junk” submenu select “Block Sender”).

Questions
Please send any questions regarding this announcement to Information Security at InfoSec@FinanceofAmerica.com.
©2017 Finance of America Holdings LLC
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
The Employee Spotlight section recognizes a standout employee who provides consistent,
invaluable support and represents the company with the highest level of integrity and skill.

Blanca Roman

Senior Processor
FINANCE OF AMERICA COMMERCIAL
JOB AT FINANCE OF AMERICA
“I like to get in the office early and stay until I have all of my goals for the day
accomplished. My work is flexible and adaptive. Generally I try to keep to a
fast paced, focused scheduled in order to meet my closings. I work well on
my own but I’m happy to work within my team, and I take my role if one of my
teammates needs back up very seriously, so I’m always dedicated and driven.”
DESCRIBING WORK ENVIRONMENT
“Our work environment is fun; I’m very close with my coworkers and we work
very well together.”
FAVORITE PASTIME
“Being a soccer mom. Both of my kids play soccer and this is my favorite
pastime and keeps me busy after work and on weekends. I wouldn’t change it
for anything.”
FAVORITE PLACE TO BE
“The beach; I love to feel the fresh breeze and smell of the ocean.”
IN THREE WORDS
“Focused, efficient and organized.”
WORDS TO LIVE BY
“Be open to whatever comes next. I have been thought a lot of changes in my
career and also moved and bought a house so being open to whatever comes
next is always a positive note in my life and career."

“Blanca has been with the company since inception of the ‘JCF’ fix and flip product. She was and continues to be a key
team member wearing multiple hats to get loans processed and closed. She is hardworking and will not hesitate to help
the team/company achieve its goal. She is an asset to the company and looks forward to the opportunities ahead."
-Tess Siwa, VP, Operations

NOMINATE AN EMPLOYEE!

Employee spotlight nominations should be escalated to, and submitted by, Department or Senior Management.
Email Communications@FinanceofAmerica.com with the employee’s name, a brief description of how he or
she adds value to our organization, and a quote about the employee from the nominating manager!

©2017 Finance of America Holdings LLC
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
The Employee Spotlight section recognizes a standout employee who provides consistent,
invaluable support and represents the company with the highest level of integrity and skill.

Ann Martin

Senior Associate, Underwriter
FINANCE OF AMERICA COMMERCIAL
JOB AT FINANCE OF AMERICA
“I have been with FACo since 11/16 and have been in the industry since 1999.
I decided to join the group after coming from a big bank because of the
passion, excitement and pride we take in what we do. Our leadership Matt
Soto, Joe Hullinger, Andrew Hurd, Angie Sinewick and Jenise Taylor cultivate
an environment of excellence and it’s refreshing!
I would describe my job as challenging, fluid and fulfilling. Being able to be a
part of our clients’ real estate investing goals makes it all worthwhile.”
DESCRIBING WORK ENVIRONMENT
“My work environment is very much all about the client and exceeding their
expectations along with a good bit of comradery amongst us all. We are tight
knit team who are all about our clients.”
FAVORITE PASTIME
"SLEEP."
FAVORITE PLACE TO BE
“My favorite place to be is anywhere with my teenage daughter. We recently
traveled to Hilton Head for Spring break and like always we had a ball, she
makes me feel youthful.”
IN THREE WORDS
"Friendly, outgoing and vivacious.”
WORDS TO LIVE BY
“Karma is real, do unto others as you would have them do unto you.”
FAVORITE CORE VALUE
“Empowerment is my favorite Core Value. Trusting that you have the right
people in the right position to do make decisions on behalf of the company is
empowering and simple when you know the customer is at the heart of every
decision we make.”

“Ann has been a great addition to the underwriting team. She learned our product suite quickly and immediately added
value to the organization. I am so proud to have her on my team; thank you Ann for your hard work and dedication!"
-Angie Sinewick, VP, Underwriting

NOMINATE AN EMPLOYEE!

Employee spotlight nominations should be escalated to, and submitted by, Department or Senior Management.
Email Communications@FinanceofAmerica.com with the employee’s name, a brief description of how he or
she adds value to our organization, and a quote about the employee from the nominating manager!

©2017 Finance of America Holdings LLC
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NEW EMPLOYEES
We extend the warmest welcome to our newest Finance of America employees!
Aaron Clingingsmith
Amir Taichman
Amy Chavez
Andres Herrera
Angela Mullen
Austin Fisher
Autumn Guieb
Avinash Pandey
Brian Gillespie
Brian Williams
Carol Gant
Carrie Farrell
Chandler McDonald
Charles Bono
Christine White
Christopher Harbin
Claire Kapolka
Clairessa Bridwell
Claudia Kilbride

Conrad Abdurrahim
Craig Telo
Dana Graziano
Daniella CaspersArmstrong
Darren Seddon
David McCreary
David Weisman
Deborah Mercado
Donna Spencer
Duane Williams
Edward Aguirre
Edward Burns
Edwin Alapisco
Felicia Parkin
Gabriel Garza
Gaetan Gouraige
Giuseppe Mele
Heather Connor

Iliana Aguilar
James Hawkins
James Wagoner
Jason Hutton
Jason Kidd
Jason Thomas
Jean Sicotte
Jeffery Meagley
Jennifer Eaton
Jennifer Erickson
Jessie Smith
Jill Ennis
John Thornbloom
Joseph Bilko
Joseph Conyard
Joshua Santos
Julia Duzon
Julio Bravo
Karen Grissom

Karen Onifer
Kelly Rossow
Kenneth Stoner
Kerry Kiggins
Kevin Heyburn
Kimberly Bramlett
Kristina Lindsay
Kyren Poe
Lauren Johanson
Laurie Kunzelman
LInda Quinones
LInda Rice
Lisa Martinez
Luis Ordonez
Lynn Afflick
Madisen Parker
Marc Bouclier
Margarita Melgoza
Maria Lamas

Maria Rosa
Mario Ayala
Mary Rothenberg
Michael Kite
Michael Lascano
Michael Powell
Michael Taylor
Michelle Caputo
Michelle Thompson
Morgan Poe
Myrna Quintana
Netta Li Fidderer
Patrick Flynn
Philip Donaldson
Rachel Davis
Rhiannon West
Richard Fiddler
Robyn Reed
Rufina Guinto

Sarah Berg
Shanna Schaap
Sonia Jamin
Stewart Magid
Tanya Maxwell
Thomas Connell
Thomas Kim
Timothy Parker
Tracey Sutton
Tyler Speck
Vicki Sandefer
Vincent Riley
Wesley Rice
Yuliya Striuk

VERIZON PERKS
All Finance of America employees receive discounts through Verizon!

Discount Details

Receive a 15% discount with standard billing and 18% with paperless billing.
Receive a 25% discount on select accessories.

How to Obtain Discount
1.

Go to www.Verizonwireless.com/discounts and enter your work email
address ending in @FinanceofAmerica.com or @FAReverse.com.
2. When prompted for the Verizon Employee Discount Profile, enter
3260528.

Questions?

Contact VendorManagement@FinanceofAmerica.com

MOTHER'S DAY FAIR

Celebrate all the Mothers in your Life through the Mother's Day Fair!
SAVE 20 - 50% + EARN UP TO 5x WOWPOINTS
Visit the Mother's Day Fair Perks site by clicking HERE!

PERKS STATS April 2017
Registered users: 4,986
12-month savings: $323,650
Lifetime WOWPoints earned: 2,044,096
©2017 Finance of America Holdings LLC

Access your account at www.PerksAtWork.com.
If you are a first-time user, click “Register for
Free” and follow the instructions!
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